About the Create2Thrive Shop
The Create2Thrive Shop offers a great way to purchase kCDesigns. The shop is integrated with Ravelry, so if
you already purchased a pattern on Ravelry you can add the kCDesign without re-buying the pattern. If you
haven’t purchased the pattern on Ravelry when you buy the PDF+kCDesign from the Create2Thrive Shop, the
PDF is added to your Ravelry library. We send 100% of the PDF pattern sale back to the designer via Ravelry.
The integration between the Create2Thrive Shop and Ravelry is accomplished using Ravelry provided
interfaces (APIs). This means:
1. The shop can confirm any existing pattern purchases you’ve made on Ravelry so you don’t have to repurchase the pattern when buying the kCDesign.
2. If you haven’t purchased the pattern on Ravelry, the PDF pattern portion of your purchase is done via
Ravelry in-store sales so that:
✓ The pattern (PDF) is added to your Ravelry library.
✓ 100% of the PDF pattern sale is remitted back to the designer via Ravelry.
When you purchase a kCDesign from the Create2Thrive Shop, you are supporting your favorite designers,
Ravelry, and our small business.

create2thrive.com

About knitCompanion
& kCDesigns
knitCompanion is a knitting app that provides awesome tools for keeping track in any pattern. NO MORE
PAPER OR FLIPPING PAGES! Its patented knitter inspired design ensures you’ve always got what you need at
your fingertips. No more flipping pages to find your key or knit from separate charts. You get reminders as you
move along your rows, so those pesky “at the same time” instructions appear right when you need them.
knitCompanion supports advanced capabilities for charts and written instructions including row markers, stitch
markers, highlighting, Magic Markers, and much more.
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kCDesign is a new pattern format that gives you all the advanced knitCompanion tracking tools with no setup.
✓ No setup is required! The setup is done for you, so you can just knit!
✓ It’s easy to access pattern options such as sizes, motifs, guided or standard charts, etc.
✓ kCDesigns generate kCProjects complete with One Tap Row Markers, Charts, Keys, Row Reminders,
Smart Counters, and more. You can add your own highlights, notes, and Magic Markers. If you have
purchased knitCompanion Setup you can further customize your project to suit.
✓ kCDesigns work in both Free and Paid versions of knitCompanion.
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